*/ISDFPS/DISP_EQU_SIT — The Equipment Situation Report and work area is your GCSS-Army dashboard. View details about all of your equipment, manage Work Orders and create Dispatches. Use the buttons shown below for shortcuts.

**Maintenance Level**

- Use this button to view the Status board, which displays the status of your unit's equipment in near-real-time.
- Use this button to view open Work Orders for equipment.
- Use this button to manage your shop stock/bench stock and adjust storage bins.
- Use this button to manage the Functional Location Structure of equipment and equipment configuration. Also, install and dismantle components and weapon systems associated with the equipment.
- Use this button to view maintenance plans and service information on your unit's equipment.
- Use this button to initiate a Notification, create a Work Order and add components to the Work Order.
- Use this button to create a Dispatch.
- Use this button to view a list of open Notifications (faults) for equipment.
- Use this button to view and manage goods movements associated with Work Orders.

**Transaction Codes (T-Codes) that are used regularly**

- **SBWP** Business Workplace is where you receive and respond to messages from others working in the system.
- **YOBUX** Use this transaction to monitor and process recoverable items, and return recoverable items to the SSA from the unit.
- **Z_EQUST** Use this transaction to view the Equipment Status Report (the 028 Report, previously). This report is used to track equipment according to its current status. Print the report as required.
- **ZPROSTAT** Use the transaction to view the status of Purchase Orders (Document Control Register (DCR), previously).
- **MD64** Use this transaction to analyze movement requirements for a material item. View the current demand requirements, the associated Purchase Order (PO) and the available stock.
- **BII REPORTS** Use Business Intelligence (BI) Reports to access DA Form 2715, the AMSS Feeder Report. Also use BI Reports to conduct analysis when managing equipment readiness and other maintenance activities.
- **ZOAREP** Use this transaction to view Overage Reparable items that require turn in.
- **ZMMRP** Use this transaction to view a material's stock parameters for a specific Material Requirements Planning (MRP) area.
- **MI22** Use this transaction to view a physical inventory document and the materials assigned to the document.

**Reminders**

1. Use the Help button at the top right of the screen for detailed instructions about transactions.
2. Click on a Material number (NIIN) to display the catalog information for a material master record (FEDLOG).
3. A Goods Receipt must be executed when parts or materials are picked up at the SSA.
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